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Many files you'll encounter for downloading on the Net are in compressed form. Typically, these files will have a "ZIP" extension. Many software sites compress files, so that you may download them quicker.



The only drawback to compressed files is that you must un-compress them before you use them. This tool will handle any type of compressed file you'll encounter. Besides the popular ZIP format, there are many other compression formats, such as Stuffit (.sit) files (for Mac users) and uuencoded (.uue), BinHex (.hqx), ARC (.arc), Arj (.arj), and gzip (.gz) formats, etc.



 



We are proud to provide you this latest version 6.5. This version has several features. 



			The Deflate64, Bzip2, and standard algorithm's.



			Larger file sizes greater than 4GB



			File splitting - this is the feature we wished to incorporate for a year and now its here.



			Search for files.



			Convert lesser known compressions to zip or cab.
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Convert Archives
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Types of compression



 



Zip Compression



We supports PKWare's latest industry standard PKZip v4.5 zip We supports PKWare's latest industry standard PKZip v4.5 zip file format as well as the traditional PKZip v2.04g format, providing developers with improved Zip compression thanks to the new Deflate64 compression method and removing limitations on Zip file size and the number of files in a zip file.



 



We also offers the advanced BZip2 (BWT) compression method which regularly achieves a 15-20% better compression ratio than regular Zip Deflate on many file types including database files and office documents. BZip2 is also famed for optimally compressing XML data.



 



Archive Compatibility   



The below are only mentioned for the conversion process.



Author     Product   Version



System Enhancement Associates, Inc. ARC.EXE   6.02  



PkWare, Inc.    PKARC.EXE   3.5



Robert K. Jung    ARJ.EXE   2.30, 2.41, 2.50a, 255b



Haruyasu Yoshizaki   LZH.EXE / LHARC.EXE LHarc.EXE 1.13c, LHA.EXE 2.13, LHA.EXE 2.55e



NoGate Consulting   PAK.EXE   1.15, 1.51, 2.51



PkWare, Inc.    PKZIP.EXE   All versions (.90 DOS to 2.50 Win)



Nico Mak Computing, Inc.  WINZIP.EXE   All versions



PkWare, Inc.    PkPak.exe (arc)  3.6, 3.61



Eugene Roshal    RAR.EXE (rar)  2.0



     TAR    Tar archive files



Carl Bunton     BlakHole   All versions



Rahul Dhesi    ZOO.EXE   2.0, 2.1







Known Issues



 



Software constantly evolves, and change often sparks controversy. Such is the case with Zip, a popular file-compression technology that almost every computer user has run into at one time or another. One reason why the technology, developed back in 1986, has gained such widespread acceptance is that customers have been able to mix and match different vendors' Zip products without having to worry about file compatibility. Soon, however, that might change. 



In adding stronger encryption-security features to their products, Zip suppliers PKWare and WinZip Computing have taken divergent paths. While each company says it wants to promote a common standard, it seems unlikely that will occur in the short term, although customers and third-party vendors might move to forge a common standard eventually. 



File-compression utilities originally emerged when PCs had limited memory and most users worked with dial-up connections. As broadband Internet connections became popular and hard drives gained oodles of memory, the need to squeeze files to save space or bandwidth lessened. 



In addition, support for basic reading and extraction of Zip files has been built into recent versions of operating systems like Microsoft's Windows . As a result, Zip software vendors have had to look for other ways to position their products. <!--//<![CDATA[



document.write('<a href="http://clk.atdmt.com/SFI/go/cmmrisrv02900001sfi/direct/01/?click=http://www.ectnews.com/adsys/link/?creative=1367&amp;ENN_rnd=10802735686572&amp;ENN_target=" target="_blank"><img src="http://view.atdmt.com/SFI/view/cmmrisrv02900001sfi/direct/01/?ENN_rnd=10802735686572" /></a>
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Openness Requires Security Checks



With companies exchanging data with a wider variety of customers, suppliers and partners, security concerns have risen. The new security functions in PKZip and WinZip are intended to ensure enterprise customers continue to rely on the products by emphasizing Zip as a secure way to exchange files, rather than as a simple way to save space on a hard disk or to save bandwidth on a network link. 



PKWare, which created and published the Zip standard, released an update in the spring of 2003 that supports RC2, RC4, DES, 3DES and AES encryption algorithms and works with both password and certificate-based (public key) encryption. Traditionally, the company has published any changes to the Zip standard so third parties can use the specification to design compatible, complementary and even competing products. 



Phil Katz, the original developer of PKZip who died in 2000, said in 1989, "The Zip file format is given freely into the public domain and can be claimed neither legally nor morally by any individual, entity or company." 



The company took this open road when it recently found a way to increase the maximum size of a Zip file and made that specification public. So far, however, the firm has been unwilling to publish all of the information about its new security and encryption features. The company has published its password encryption scheme, but it has not done that with its public key encryption method. 



"Our software runs on a number of different platforms, so we have to make sure that it works on each one before we would publish all of our interfaces," said Steve Crawford, chief marketing officer at PKWare, which has not ruled out eventually taking the step to make its specification public and open to competing software developers. 



 



Patent Pending



In addition, the company has applied for patents for its security-related extensions and has developed a licensing program for third parties interested in using them. In October, the company announced a free reader that works with the new encryption features to decompress encrypted files. 



The company's stance has put competitors in a bind. If customers download the PKWare reader, then they might have little use for other Zip products. Edwin Siebesma, president of WinZip, found PKWare's new licensing agreement tighter and more restrictive than previous ones. Another problem is that vendors want to deliver security functions now and do not want to wait for PKWare to publish the public key specification. 



As a result, WinZip, the creator of a popular competing Zip utility, announced in May its own version of Zip that supports the 128- and 256-bit Advanced Encryption standard. The WinZip security extensions are based on encryption keys that are incompatible with PKWare's format. So while both programs use the basic .Zip file extension to designate both secure and standard files, they do not inter operate. 











Create a new archive
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Open Existing Archive
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Add files to an Archive
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Search for a file
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